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First Supplement to Memorandum 94-24

Effect of Joint Tenancy Title on Marital Property: Further CLTA Comments

We have received a copy of a letter from the California Land Title Association

(CLTA) attached as an Exhibit, concerning the Commission’s recommendation

on the effect of joint tenancy title on marital property.

The letter makes the point that, realistically, married persons will routinely

sign statutory or other transmutation forms; any concerns raised by information

in the forms will occur too late in the transaction. Thus the proposal could

backfire, ensuring that married persons end up as joint tenants, with no recourse.

This is a substantial problem, that the Commission has considered in the past.

The Commission has felt that married persons will not routinely sign the forms,

and that the forms will have an educational effect on brokers and others who

may advise the married persons. CLTA disagrees with this assessment.

CLTA suggests an alternate approach: presume that marital property titled as

joint tenancy is community, but after the death of the first spouse the survivor

could make an election to receive joint tenancy treatment. This is an interesting

suggestion, although it has problems. The heirs of the first spouse to die (as well

as creditors of the decedent) would be unlikely to agree that it is fair to let the

surviving spouse make an election as to whether the property will pass under the

decedent’s will or go by right of survivorship. It is also not clear whether IRS

would buy into this scheme; we have discussed the matter with Professor

Kasner, who thinks it could go either way. “Community property with right of

survivorship” would probably be a better approach along these lines.

The staff believes the Commission needs to discuss these matters. It now

appears that there will be one additional Senate Judiciary Committee hearing

date after the Commission’s May meeting. We have therefore asked that the

matter be put over until then to give the Commission an opportunity to discuss

the CLTA letter. CLTA has agreed to send a representative to the May meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary












